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OVERVIEW OF HOYTE’S
ARTISTIC PRACTICE IN
LOCATED MEDIA

Towards the digital

MODULATED SOUND

MUSIC

“Gesamtkunstwerk”
eg. ‘mobile opera’?

Tracked Soundclouds
The Psycho-Social History of Riots
(Current) 2021
The Temple of Hermes (reprised 2020)
Frome Working Memories 2019

The Temple of Hermes 2012
Land of Bone and Stone 2012-2017
Romancing the Gibbet 2014 & 2017
The RomLitScape

2013

1831 Riot! 2004
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1831 Riot! The Remake 2019
Page

VOICE

Sybaris (Les Flâneurs Ēlectroniques) 2018
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What is ‘located media’ and why is it important?
‘Located media’ - also known as ‘mobile immersive media’ or ‘an augmented soundscape’ –
means using gps-mapping technologies to layer digital content over a physical land- or cityscape. This creates a parallel world accessed through a digital device such as a mobile
phone. The work is not ‘for’ the mobile phone – the work is accessed through a mobile
phone, which then becomes a portal, a gateway to other realms! ‘Located audio’ is a
variation on ‘virtual reality’ (VR); however, it does not replace the real world, it augments it.
It is thus augmented reality (AR). To access these other realms an app is downloaded or
content streamed to the user’s device. The experience does not require a network signal
and can thus run in areas with no network coverage such as remote places.

An augmented audio scape (The Temple of
Hermes) showing ‘zones’ or ‘soundpools’ as
displayed on-screen on a mobile phone. The
blue arrow is the user’s position within the
soundscape. Each soundpool is programmed
with sophisticated spatialised audio behaviours
which respond to the user’s movements within
that soundpool.

In my case, I am interested in creating parallel soundworlds, some of which I create on my
own, whilst others are made with my 3-man artists’ partnership, Satsymph, depending oin
the project.
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How does this work? The listener downloads the soundscape to their personal mobile
phone, goes to the location of the soundscape (‘the portal’) and puts headphones on. Their
movements within and through this augmented world shape what is heard – the audio is
interactive and spatialised. This means the experience is different each time it is
experienced, and that no two people will have the same experience.
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Why sound, why not vision as well? ‘Sound/audio’ is, I submit, perhaps our most compelling
and deep-seated sense: before an infant senses anything else, it senses its mother’s
heartbeat; among those suffering from dementia at the end of their life, it’s an old tune
from their childhood which momentarily brings them back to life. Using sound also offers
the possibility to interact with augmented environments whilst simultaneously negotiating a
realworld environment – the activity happens out and about, in the fresh air and whilst
moving, not in ‘a concert hall’ or ‘virtual world’. ‘Located audio’ also takes the work out ‘an
elite cultural space’ – which may be uncomfortable to access for some – and into ‘a shared
public space’.
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‘1831 RIOT!’ was the world’s first immersive audio-play for an intelligent environment

1831 RIOT! app retells the story of uprising
in Bristol’s Queen Square. The original
project - the world’s first immersive
location-based audio-play - was conceived
and created 15 years ago by Ralph Hoyte
and Liz Crow for Mobile Bristol with
Hewlett-Packard Labs and the University of
Bristol. The remake, developed with help
from UWEs Regional History Centre, is a
downloadable app for mobile devices. It
invites listeners to explore the events that
took place on the weekend of 29 October
1831 and includes sounds of crowd noise,
burning buildings and the devastating cavalry charge that finally dispersed and killed hundreds of
ordinary Bristolians.
1831 Riot! is an audio play with a difference – one where the listener’s location determines what is
heard. By moving through hidden pools of sound layered across Queen Square, listeners’
movements shape the experience, making it different each time they try it. Regional History Centre
director, Professor Steve Poole said, ‘The really innovative thing about 1831 RIOT is that it allows
listeners to make their own connections between snatches of evidence, conversations and events as
the riots unfold. No two people ever experienced events like these in exactly the same way and this
brilliant app reminds us that history is all about interpretation’.
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Screenshots of the
introduction to the
soundscape. The
soundscape contains
106 soundfiles
chronologically stacked
in 9 different zones.
When the participant
leaves a zone then
returns, the next file in
the stack is played
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voice – audio-play

(idea-initiated: Ralph Hoyte; co-written: Ralph Hoyte/Liz Crow) supported by Mobile
Bristol, Hewlett-Packard Labs, University of Bristol)(2003-04). ‘1831 RIOT! The Remake’
was remade in 2018 (University of the West of England Regional History Centre,
Satsymph, Calvium) as the old software platform had become redundant.
SAMPLE AUDIO HERE
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The RomLitScape
“Follow in the footsteps of the Romantic poets – William and Dorothy Wordsworth and
Samuel Taylor Coleridge – as they wander the Quantock Hills of Somerset inventing
‘Romantic poetry,’ and eavesdrop in on their conversations”

… and over Alfoxton
Hall where the
Wordsworths lived in
1797
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Soundpools layered over Stowey Castle in the Quantock Hills …
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voice – audio-play

SAMPLE AUDIO HERE
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Romancing the Gibbet (2017 & 2019) (University of the West of England Regional
History Centre/Prof Steve Poole): creating GPS-triggered literary apps ‘using verse-forms
to interrogate local memory of 4 notorious Georgian West Country hangings & gibbettings
of the 18th & 19thc’; also as live-art performance tour for the ‘Being Human Festival’
(2014) and as showcase event for the Being Human Festival of the Humanities 2019
(University of London, AHRC, British Academy)

“The courts of Georgian
England occasionally
ordered the public execution
of convicts at the scene of
their crime. Using new
archival research and a
partnership of a historian
and an artist, this project has
developed four freely
downloadable smartphone
apps to immerse audiences
in a poetic soundscape in
the very locations where
events unfolded.”
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Johny Walford
murdered his
wife, Jane,
here, in 1789
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voice – old English ballad form

SAMPLE AUDIO HERE
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‘Sybaris: Les Flâneurs Ēlectroniques’: (Concorezzo 2018)
(PoesiaPresente/Mille Gru) live-art multi-artist bilingual and movement art
performance – the audience were fed peeled grapes - combined with immersive
media
AUDIO SAMPLE HERE
Sybaris

SAMPLE AUDIO HERE

The Green Sea Of Darkness is an accomplishment circumscribed by
sea. ANOINT YOURSELVES FOR YOUR IMPENDING VOYAGE! This will be your
journey: through that SYBARITIC element that binds, and compels. YOU
WILL BE BORN ANEW! Your territory will be outmarked on an adjacent
limb through a dire alchemy that utterly consumes. A CRUEL BAPTISM
That corallises in its polyptuous amplitude. LEARN TO SWIM! Where
peals of ecstatic orisons still swing the Mediterraneans sonorous
clappers to and fro, to and fro to and fro.
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“Sybaris (Ancient Greek: Σύβαρις;
Italian: Sibari) was an important city of
Magna Graecia. It was situated on the
Gulf of Taranto, in Southern Italy,
between two rivers, the Crathis (Crati)
and the Sybaris (Coscile). The city was
founded in 720 BC by Achaean and
Troezenian settlers. Sybaris amassed
great wealth thanks to its fertile land
and busy port. Its inhabitants became
famous among the Greeks for their
hedonism, feasts, and excesses, to the
extent that "sybarite" and "sybaritic"
have become bywords for opulent
luxury and outrageous pleasure-seeking
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music – the singing voice

voice - poetry

‘Sibari/sybaritic/sybarite’, meaning
‘indolent, voluptuous luxury’.
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Frome Walking Memories: Commissioned by the LISTEN season of sound
art and hosted by Black Swan Arts, Frome (2019). An interactive spatialised
soundscape made with oral material on the industrial history of Frome/Somerset
provided to Satsymph by Home in Frome.
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Sit on the steps of
the memorial cross
in St John’s
churchyard. The
lost voices of those
who lived and work
in Frome, the
sounds of longgone industry, the
Yanks marching
down the high
street in the ‘40s all come spinning
into you, then echo
out with a long
drawn-out sigh…
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voice – oral history
modulated Sound

AUDIO SAMPLE HERE
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The Temple of Hermes: Satsymph: spatialised interactive
audioscape for Hamworthy Park, Poole, Dorset (BCP Council funded
both the original – 2012 – as well as the update – 2020)
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voice – multi-voive poetry
music – contemporary classical
modulated Sound

SAMPLE VIDEO HERE
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Intergroup dynamics within the
1831 reform riots: towards a
new social psycho-history
Lead Research Organisation: University of the
West of England
Department Name: Faculty of Arts Creative
Industries and Education
Project Information HERE

“The various exhibitions and public events will be
complemented by four located audio mobile phone
applications, aimed at explicating disturbances in
locations not otherwise served by public events or
exhibitions, or in which disturbances have previously
received little public attention: Blandford and
Sherborne (Dorset), Yeovil (Somerset) and
Worcester. Along with the web-based resources,
they will allow the wider public to engage with the
findings of the project, extending its impact long
after its formal closure.”
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Working with my Satsymph colleagues, we will be
creating a psycho-social drama which is at the same
time a work of soundart located over four areas of
the country.
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voice
music
modulated Sound
crowd psychology

Project start: 2021
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OTHER ASPECTS OF MY ARTISTIC PRACTICE
AUDIO IN VR (made in Unity3D)
‘Immersive Avebury’ (2018) (Bournemouth University, Daden Ltd, Satsymph, AHRC: Arts &
Humanities Research Council, EPSRC: Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council):
developing sound environments for VR simulations of ancient heritage sites. Paper published in the
international Journal of Heritage Studies: “Virtual Avebury: exploring sense of place in a virtual
reality simulation”; Liz Falconer, D. Burden, R. Cleal, Ralph Hoyte, Phill Phelps, Neil Slawson, Nicola
Snashall and Kate Welham
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VIDEO SAMPLE HERE
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SCIENCE/ART COLLABORATION: LITERARY ARCHAEOLOGY
'Literary Archaeology': Exploring the Lived Environment of the Slave’
(2016)(Arts and Humanities Research Council; Department of English, University of Bristol):
collaboration with archaeologists to explore narratives of slave lives. Performed at Bristol M-Shed
and The Georgian House.
“This project aims to bring together
archaeological scientists, writers and
literary scholars to explore what it was like
to be enslaved. Both scientists and
humanities scholars have attempted to
understand this experience: archaeologists
examine the physical human skeletal
remains of the enslaved, uncovering details about the birthplace, health, well-being and traumatic injuries
sustained by the slaves. In contrast, writers combine existing
historical information with their own imaginative impulses to
DIVERSION (sample only)
represent individual experiences of slavery. While
Let aqueous sodium hypochlorite acetic acid
archaeologists' and writers' aims are similar, their methods
PCTFE
are different. We aim to begin a dialogue between these
washer carbonate
groups, to explore how literary and archaeological narratives
VPDB to carbonate SMOW rinse;
of slave lives might influence and inform one another to
their ashes
improve our understanding of what is was like to be a slave.”
The oxygen isotopes of precipitation
change by 0.3% with every 100 m increase in
Altitude/Attitude
Altitude/Attitude
Inflicted of test-tubes, wracked my
incomprehensible soul:
who will sing me brother/sisterhood.
Who?
Of Ashanti, Asantefone, the Golden
Tree, Nyame Dua of Nana
Ameyaw Kwaakye, the soul washing ceremony,
the Golden Stool of Takyiman
of which the Forokuromhene speak;

Regardless,
my silkily-lined corpse shuddered
into death.
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Of Guanche, tabaiba, tacoronte, sticky padded
perenquén,
of tree-browsing baifo,
glorious Acentejo of the Running Waters,
of the sun god Maijec, the Earth goddess
Achguayaxiraxi.,
of Guajota, lone volcanic demon dog, ‘ware the
barrancos del Caldera de Bandama!
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My poetic response was formatted as an academic paper:
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PHYSICAL POETRY IN THE CITY:
‘The City as Canvas’ (1) or ‘Graphic Street Poetry’
‘walkietalkie’ (2001): Bristol Legible City Launch Poet: a ‘600 metre-long epic city poem’ (Bristol

Page
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Evening Post) literally stuck to the fabric of the city via a vinyl strip, over buildings and round ferry
boats for 4 months.
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‘The City as Canvas’ (2)
Voices of Heavitree: text-based public artwork for landmark gateway for Heavitree, Exeter as part of
£500,000 environmental improvements; Exeter City Council & Devon County Council(with Michael
Fairfax & Peter Osborne)
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VIDEO HERE
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WANDERING POETRY
HANA-NO-KAGE (Shadow of a Flower) (2005-2008)(Necessary Journeys/Arts Council travel
bursary to Japan for 5 weeks): book & performance (with film) of my zen-poetic travelogue from
travels in Japan in 2005 in the footsteps of 17thc Haiku Master, Matsuo Basho (material originally
presented at Tate Modern); Bristol Poetry Festival at the Arnolfini 2008 (with Japanese actress
Haruka Furuya)
SHORT SAMPLE VIDEO HERE

花いこ
のるう
影も生
不き
思て
議

Life – just as it
is

Is such a
strange thing:

Shadow of a
flower

(Issa, 17631828)
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